Getting started with DIJ Online reference

Library and Information Services supports the Teaching and Learning goals of the Institute by delivering a service that empowers, informs and leads.
From the Batchelor Institute website choose the Library tab and go to Library Home.

Click on DIJ and you will be asked to enter your Institute username & password.

Click on the Journals (A-Z) tab to search databases.
A way to access online encyclopedias, dictionaries & information sources

**ENCYCLOPEDIAS**
- Wikipedia
- Scholarpedia
- macquarieNet
- Encyclopedia of early childhood development
- Encyclopedia of Earth

**DICTIONARIES**
- Australian thesaurus of education descriptors
- Medical Dictionary & abbreviations
- Online dictionary of the social sciences
- Dictionary of Australian artists online

**OTHER SUBJECT SPECIFIC SOURCES**
- Australian Legal Information Institute (Austlii)
- AUSTRLANG
- Auslan signbank
- InfoPlease World almanac
- Australian medicines handbook
- Bartlett's quotations
- Lab tests online
- How stuff works
- Global health library
- Better health channel
- myDr
- AustLit
- BlackWords
- Australasian education directory
- Australian standards
check keywords against topic
note if results are relevant
record references as you go
save what you need
ask if you need help

Look for more help from other
Getting started with guides…
• The catalogue
• EBSCO databases
• INFORMIT databases
• Tips & tricks for searching online
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